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JCU administration unveils Master Plan
Communications building
tops list of changes
research, and will also embellish
computer facilities and other serNews Editor
vices.
According to Reali, the sugJohn Carroll University's re- gested changes also include closcently unveiled Master Plan pro- ing Belvoir Blvd. between
poses some of the most radical Washington Blvd. and Carroll
changes that the campus has seen Blvd. in order to abide by city
zoning regulations. This street
in years.
According to Paul Kantz, di- would then be grassed for more
rector of development, this plan playing fields.
This plan also includes getting
encompasses developments and
new facilities being planned for pennission from the city to use
two homes on Belvoir for offices.
JCU over the next few years.
Also implemented by this
'The top priorities are a Center
for communication and language master plan are renovations and
arts between the library and ad- addi lions to the Bohannon Science
ministration building and an ad- Center, the Administration
dition and renovation to the Building, Maintenance and the
Physical Plant
Grase!H library," said Kantz.
The new communication
The ar.hlctic department also
b
rom this
~
upan electronic newsroom, and high- graded. 1bere will be new concrete
tech classrooms, as well as hous- bleachers with locker rooms, and
ing the departments of Commu- an increased capacity to 6,000
nications, English and Classical people.
and Moden Languages, which are
According to Kantz, academic
now in the windowless basement and structural changes arc not the
only developments proposed by
of the administration building.
"It will enhance the facility for this plan. An enhancement of
faculty and will add more high- student life is also integral to it
techclassrooms," said John Reali,
'The purpose of a master plan
vice president for services.
is that it is constantly evolving,"
The addition to the Graselli li- said Kantz. "A year from now if
brary will expand the collection, things need changing, our thinkprovide more space for study and ing can change. One goal is to
enhance student life."
WHAT'S INSIDE:
Some student life proposals are
an
endowment
for campus minisJr()lt1J1Wl•••••••••••••••• :J
try, the establishment of a volunteer service program, and the
The paradox
creation ofa student wellness proofJCU
gram .
"Our goal is to see every JCU
student
involved in volunteerism,"
CAMPUS LIFE•••••••8
said Kantz.
f'~
Mealson
According to Kantz, the
~ e
0<K Wheels hits
Cleveland Clinic is in the process
U •
OU the road
of composing a comprehensive
wellness program in order for
Carroll
students to develop soPROFILES•..••.•••• 13
cially, spiritually, physically and
intellectually.
Fromthe ~
The master plan also includes
Thames to the
upgrading
academic equipment,
Eiffel Tower ·
computers and science instrumentation.
S~R1[1) ••••••••••••• 1~
'This is an ambitious plan,"
Flyers
said Reali. ''The first phase will
Strafe
be the arts and library additions.
We
hope to break ground in the
Streaks
spring."

Plan spurs
concern in
community

by Tara Schmidtke

?
•

by Anton Zuiker

1. Graselli Library Addition

2

c

· ·

· ommumcahon
Arts nul. lding

s/L
anguage

4. Maintenance Building
Addition

5. Wasmer Field Renovation

John Carroll University's public presentation of future development plans raised some eyebrows
in the University Heights community recently. The Sept. 4
meeting, in which JCU administrators unveiled future building
plans to community members, has
some of those citizens deeply
concerned.
The presentation unleashed "a
cloud of controversy," reported
Marlene Hathaway in the Sept 12
issue of The Sun Press. When
questionedaboutthatcontroversy,
Hathawayrespondedr.hatthereare

1t~..~~----~~ii~~~-~~--~~~~~~~~·-a~~,~w·h~o~ar•c. .u11...........

Massive campaign raises
funding for changes
by Tara Schmidtke
News Editor
A $40 million campaign is
underway to provide funds for the
new Master Plan, which proposes
many changes for the John Carroll
University campus.
The campaign, which will take
five years to complete, has already obtained $13 million from
previous donations, which comprises almost a third of the needed
funds. This money increases the
feasibility of the goal, according
to the Director of Development
Paul Kantz.
"By having this money up
front," said Kantz "it [the Master
Plan] looks like a doable and
reachable goal for those who are
going to help you."
The $13 million has already
been used to fund the building of
the Ralph Vince Fitness Center,
as well as to renovate the baseball
diamonds.
According to Kantz, a campaign of this magnitude needs to
receivemillion dollar gifts. Already, it has received two $1.5
million gifts and three $1 million
The campaign also relies
heavily upon the Board of Trust-

ees.
"When you have a campaign
of this sort, trustees play an important role," said Kantz. ''They
are both contributors and major
solicitors for the campaign."
This campaign appeals to the
alumni, who, according to Kantz
"are very supportive of JCU," as
well as to the business community,
various foundations, parents of the
students, and friends of the university.
The campaign is also a major
focus of the administration, according to Kantz.
"Father Lavelle is spending a
good deal of his time getting these
resources in order to make the
university beuer than it already
is," said Kantz.

about~U'sp~

The most debated of these plans
is Carroll's hope to pennanently
close Belvoir Blvd. and incorporate that space into the JCU campus. Iromcally,PresidentMtchael
Lavelle, S.J., foreshadowed this
in his remarks at the University
Convocation on Aug. 30.
"I have asked the City to close
down Belvoir from Carroll to
Washington, a cause of some excitementdown at City Hall," stated
Lavelle.
University Hts. officials
seemed a little more pensive.
"We havesomeconcemsabout
John Carroll University 's plans;
it is not controversial," said Walter
Simpson,communitycoordinator.
He stressed a need for town discussion before the plans are accepted.
''The mayor [Beryl Rothschild)
is trying to show the community
contjnued on page 6

The JCU Master Plan
Plans for the future include:
• A communications/language arts building
• Additions to the Graselli library complex
• Closing and turfing of Belvoir Blvd. from
Carroll Blvd. to Washington Blvd.
• Remodeling of Wasmer Field stands
• Addition to Bohannon Science Center

EDITORIAL

Page2
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Campus must address environmental issues
In our world, there is an ever growing need for environmental consciousness. We have reached a point where environmental causes are no longer
a fad, but a necessity to sustain life.
As landfills overflow, people are realizing the hard fact that recycling
isn't just a movement, but rather the only option to maintain our earth.
Here at John Carroll University, we are slowly awakening to the fact that
we must play a role in bettering our environment. Groups like Student
Advocates for the Environment (SAFE) are leading the way in recycling
efforts. SAFE, a completely student run organization, has teamed up with
the Office of Residence Life to establish aluminum can and paper recycling
projects in the residence halls and around campus. Students have taken
initiative in this important issue. Also, individual offices, like the Student
Union, Alumni, Student Life and the Carroll News have taken initiative
to start their own personal recycling programs.
So, mainly students and some academic departments are ready to take it
upon themselves to do their part in helping our earth. Now is the time for
the rest of the University's administrators to wake up to the reality of our
future.
The thrust of environmental causes here on campus currently lies on the
shoulders of students and individual offices and organizations. The time
has come for a concerted, unified effort.
ForquitesometimetheDepartmentofPhysicalPlanthasbeencompiling
information about an organized recycling program. When it comes to an

issue like the safety of the world we live in, there is no time for delay. A
program must be implemented so that our entire campus can work together
for this all important cause.
Currently, Physical Plant has no incentive to move on this issue. The
administration has made no monetary investment. All of the recycling
receptacles currently used are either donated or purchased by individual
groups or offices. Physical Plant has approved areas for two new recycling
dumpsters, but has not offered any funding for the project.
It even seems as though at times members of the community are working
against recycling effons. Trash and Ia wn clippings continuely appear in the
dumpster designated for aluminum cans only.
The administrations at Baldwin Wallace College and Case Western
Reserve University have supported, both finacially and otherwise, effective campus-wide recycling programs.
The time has come for our administration to wholly commit to a
recycling program. They must realize that a financial investment today is
a necessity to insure the future health of our environment.

--------------------,
Before starting something
new, explore the options

by
PJ Hruschok
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process in the Student Union to address the recent concern ofcampus rape. Groups like
these whose purpose is to solve a particular problem have proven beneficial for the
Carroll community. The trouble begins when organizations or groups that have an
agenda do not live up to that agenda, leaving gaps for students to fill as they deem
necessary.
The group that comes foremost to mmd as being guilty of leaving gaps is Campus
Mintstry. Other groups that have spawned from Campus Ministry in an attempt to fill
its holes of performance, such as Pax Christi, Christian Life Community, College Life
[formerly Campus Crusade for Christ], Right to Life, and ChrisLmas in April (as
organized by W.D. Bookwalter, assistant to the president), are just now feeling the tugs
of creative strings, and a lack of enthusiasm. As a result, Project Gold has stepped in and
assumed many of the roles that these groups have failed to accomplish.
The reasons that these groups have necessitated the organization of Project Gold
include a lack of organization, a lack of cooperation, and a lack of creative effort.
The student initiated Project Gold has gone from door to door to gain support ofeven
the shiest student. They have asked for cooperation from Campus Ministry and have
had very little response. Their organization has gone beyond that of normal organizations,
creating sub-committees and sponsoring numerous events simultaneously.
This may r.ot only be true for more secular-oriented organizations, but for specialty
clubs, committees, groups. and even individual students. Groups such as the Media
Club, An Club, and IXY all paint signs and could very well combine their efforts,
leaving advertising to only one group.
Another cause of the troubles of similar groups is what I like to call the "resume
factor." This is when a student, or a group of students, starts an organization for the
purpose of adding a seemingly important organization to their resume. Of course it
doesn't hurt if you are the creator, or the president of that organization. In the case of
faculty initiated organizations where the purpose of starting the group is not altogether
clear, such as ChrisLmas in April, the resumtfactor is more ofa public relations machine
for the campus. In this case, alternative cooperative channels could have been used.
This is not to say that students (or faculty) should not start organizations that will be
beneficial to John Carroll. However, they should loolc first to what is available to them
and at what they can offer to an existing organization to help it achieve its agenda more
effectively and more efficiently. This is assuming that organizations are willing to
evolve to fit modem day needs and events.
The fmal and most important aspect of getting involved in campus organizations is
to do your best to help that organization become what it aspires to be. Some people
interpret this as meaning that they have to be the president of the group, an idea that once
again lends itself towards the idea that you have to start your own organization. But, for
many students, doing their best may simply mean being a great member, helping to
accomplish what the organization wants to accomplish, and doing it with a smile.

I

II

"Get involved." That has been the call of the Student
Union and many organizations in the past. But, over the past
two years, getting involved has come to mean "create an
organization".
In many cases, the creation of a new organization was, or
is, necessary. Student Advocates For the Environment
(SAFE) successfully solved the problem of lack of student
involvement and interest concerning the environment that
the Earth Day Planning Committee and PKX failed to

FORUM
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Student probes JCU's paradoxical nature
by Dominic LaVigne
Since the beginning of time, manlcind has questioned
his (or her) environment, in order to try to make sense of the
mysteries which befell him. Asliulcchildren, we drove our
parents crazy, frequently questioning everything we could
see. Now, as I formulate questions which have developed
inside my head for two years, I would appreciate your
answers to the following (c/o leuers to the editor):
Do you ever find yourself selling your soul (or your
roommate's) to your neighbor in exchange for quarters to
do the laundry? Why does only one out of four change
machines on campus issue quarters only, and would it not
be more feasible to have a change machine in each dorm?
Speaking of quarters, why has the gameroom been indefinitely closed? Now that I am stuck on the issue of
money, why is there such a gross difference between the
spacious and luxurious teachers' offices in the school of
business and other teachers' "closets" which should post
claustrophobia warnings on the doors for unsuspecting
freshmen.
The newest fund raising venture seeks support for the
University •s proposed mod'!m language (and other departmental) wing which would be added to the Administration
building. This construction would cost millions. Why then
must students trek to Oeveland State University's library
or the Cleveland Public Library in order to find adequate

sources for term papers? Wouldn't the money be bcuer you know someone who wields the power of his job like a
spent on updating Grasselli library's archaic collection of whip, lashing out against you, yet forgetting that you pay
How to Manage Your Own Colonies In Africa and other his salary?
useless materials rather than on this new addition?
Is a John Carroll education really worth the expensive
Why has no one ever heard of the
price tag attached to it?
tunnel which connects between the sciBy what percent (double digits only) will
ence butlding and the basement of the
tulllon increase next year? Is Marriott or your
library? Why are we not allowed to use
room also worth the price? Should all univerit? Why are athletes living in the dorms
sity teachers be requtred to have Ph.D.s? Is
the quality of your teachers satisfactory?
during holiday breaks given free room
and meals ( or money to buy meals),
From where dtd the University acquire
the lion's head which rests next to Pacelli?
while international students (who are not
As you sit reading this in your ivory tower
playing sports or living off-campus) must
pay housing and meal costs?
room (Gnu or East), your "comfortable" cuNow that I have your attention, I will
bicle (Milloror Sutowski), your convent suite
not disappoint Marriott's weekly readers
(Murphy), youroldcrand noisier, thin-walled
of student's criticisms by leaving them
rooms (Pacelli or Bernet), your "Animal
out of this article. What does Marriott
House" (Dolan), or your dungeon of darkness
really put into the mystery meat? Have
and despair (basement of Dolan), remember
you ever noticed how Sunday's breakthat if these questions further your own or
fast ham turns up as an entree the followyou are not satisfied by what occurs on
ing Monday? Why have suggestions to
campus, in your hometown, or in this councover the desserts (to prevent them from
try, you have the right and the power to
·arophic by pJ. tfn&oclak
drying out so quickly) been ignored?
improve your situation.
Does Marriou use Grade D meat like
Since we are considered "adults," we dethe food service at the University of Cincinnati?
serve direct, honest, adult answers to these and other
What about other questions no one has ever thought to questions. After all, it is our money that runs this univerask? Well, will Dolan be bener or worse than last year? Do sity...

letters to the editor
SU, CN rope CO\teroge praised
To the Editor.
The most important thing any JCU student ought to
know about rape is simple: it can happen to you. Having
helped a close friend through the aftermath of rape made
me keenly aware of the consequences stemming from this
crime. The healing process is long, frustrating and painful,
and professional help is an absolute necessity.
I would like to applaud the Student Union and The Carroll
News for addressing this topic, as I fumly believe a
program ought to be implemented within the Carroll
community.
Michelle L. Lyons
Class of 1993

Housing fails to move forward
To the Editor.
I would like to take this opportunity to disagree with one
of the statements made in the September 12 issue of The
Carroll News.
It was proposed that the gender assignments of Dolan
and Sutowski were switched because of a decision by the
administrators "to be brave and step forward with their own
ideas." ["Winds of change bring fresh air to Dolan, enlightenment to Sutowski," a forum article by Mark S.
Shearer.]
I think that the landlords fmally decided that the age-old
tenement actually did need repairs, if it was not to collapse,
and that putting females in the building would be the best
way to drum up enough support for the necessary funding.
If any administrator with the power to make a decision
truly "didn't worry about the way things were in the past,"
he would have done something with the Student Union
recommendation concerning visitation hours, rather than

fooling around with the geographtc implementation of lhe

notmccun .

obsolete rule.

First. !he '"Counlry Club" was a sroupofcoaatry _ . .
listeners who would gather on Friday nights to listen to
theirfavoritesongs played byTedRiepleand Greg"Woody"
Wargo on their WUJC radio show, "Ted and Woody's
Country Comer". The reason we are not meeting is that, to
our surprise, "Ted and Woody's Country Comer" is off the
air. The programming director at WUJ C said," there wasn't
enough room for them." My question is: why isn't there
room? There was room for them last semester.
I thought college radio stations were supposed to play a
variety of alternative music. I do not see that variety. I see
an overwhelming amount of progressive shows on the air.
There is only one FM country station in the Cleveland area
and it is WGAR 99.5. I believe that qualifies country music
as alternative.
There are a large number of country music listeners on
thiscampusandwereallyenjoyedTedandWoody'sshow.
And I think I speak for all of the country music fans at John
Carroll when I say "put 'Ted and Woody's Country Corner' back on the air!"

Joe Parks
Class of 1994

Fan feels player slighted

To the Editor:
This past weekend, the Blue Streaks suffered a defeat at
the hands of the Dayton Flyers. Going into a game with a
nationally ranked team, one would think that the coaching
staff would have the smarts to bring all of their best players
in hopes of defeating the mighty Flyers. I feel that a grave
mistake was made by not carrying a defensive back who
has proven himself in practice and scrimmage as one of the
top performers in the Streak defensive backfield. The
Findlay scrimmage, where he caused fumbles and saved
touchdowns, is evidence of his skill. By no means am I
suggesting that one player, in his first year of college
football, could have changed the outcome of the game; it is
a team game. I feel that James Robinson earned his chance
to travel to Dayton and contribute in any capacity possible.
Sue Procanyn
I think the coaching staff should evaluate their policy of
Class of 1993
who travels and who is left to listen to WUJC to support his
Editor's note: According to Dennis Dew, station manteammates.
ager of WUJC-FM 88.7. 'Ted and Woody's Country
Corner" was cancelled because a mutually acceptable
Archie L. Beasley, Jr.
time slot could not be found.
Class of 1993

~

Bring back Ted and Woody!
To the Editor:
There are signs all over campus informing students of
the various groups that are meeting for the flfst time this
semester. But there is one group that will not be meeting,
and that group is the "Country Club." I'm sure that you are
wondering what the "Country Club" is and why they are

#*Ill:~

edlac:... ~;;;~

TM C4N't1ll
I!!UB$ to ihe
'should be t)'ped ~r otherwise reasoaabl)' lqlble. AlsO, ple.ase. ~
liu:lude a slp~~nare aad a pbORe mamba' for verUkatlcm; Let· ~
ms $llollld be subla:ltte.d ·to lhe CN Gfl'lce (R«ptn. Lower
t.nd) by !2110011 oltt.e MOIIda7 prior to pablkatJon. 'I'M CN
ratrYt5 HM rtcht ao edit ~etters te lmJlb. st 71e. IJtd clark.r.
Address Idlers 10 '*Curoll New.: LeaDs 10 &be Editor.* All
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Have you ever wanted to go to the Cleveland
Ballet, the Cleveland Playhouse, or to see the
Cleveland Orchestra perform but couldn't
afford it?
•

Well, here

IS

your chance to g 0 •••

Cleveland Orchestra, Playhouse, and ~all~t tickets ma_y be obtained in. the Dean of
Students Office from reception1st Susan Zeller for $35 a patr.
Students may purchase tickets two (2) weeks in advance prior to the show. Faculty, Administration and
Staff may purchase tickets one (1) week prior to the show.
There is a limited number of tickets available, and no tickets may be put on hold.
If you have any further questions please feel free to contact Susan at ext. 4401

CLEVELAND BALLET

CLEVELAND PLAYHOUSE
Night of the Iguana
October 3, 8:00 pm
David's Mother
October 24. 8:00 pm
You Can't Take It With You December 1, 7:30pm
Spunk
January 9, 8:00 pm
Heicll Chronicles
February 13, 8:00 pm
Shirley Valentine
March 12. 8:00pm
Man of the Moment
April 16. 8:00pm
Days of Wine and Roses
May 7. 8:00 pm

(all performances are on a Thursday at 8:00 pm)

Expressions of Motion
Ballets International
Dance Theatre of Harlem
Celebrations and Ode

November 7
February 20
March 20
March 26

Concert Ume Tbunoday 8:00 pm and Seturdlly 8:30 pm
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DO NOT MISS THIS GREAT OPPORTUNITY!
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Race issue demands attention from all sides
'Political correctness' only serves to demean the true problems
by Terence Brennan
Forum Writer

Race.
The mere mention of the word
leaves people with an upset
stomach. Affirmative action,
quoras, white power, crime, fear,
mistrust and misunderstanding together
are all churning to create a nauseatingly tense
state of affairs among
black and white
Americans.
Judging from recent events which
range from racial harassment on college
campuses to the beating ofRodney King by
Los Angeles police
officers, this country
needs more than just a
doseofPepto-Bismollike political correctness to put the issues
of race to rest in
America
America's most recent racial incident
points toward the seriousness and urgency in

of the Intifada.
To those further removed from
such conflicts, a three year uprising due to a traffic accident might
seem absurd.
Yet as Thomas Friedman, authorof"FromBeiruttoJerusalem"
points out," ...everyone knew that

by racist immigrants. The end result was a race of people livmg in
desperate poverty with no means
to improve their status.
You can't pull yourself up by
your own bootstraps if you can't
even afford to buy a pair of boots.
A condition of such desperate

where whiteS stand;

race relations today.

On August 19. an innocent
black child was accidently sttuck
and killed by an errant Jewish
driver in New York City.
The event sparked an already
smoldering situation between New
York's blacks and whites, specifically Hasidic Jews. Following the
accident. the city was consumed
by several days of violence and
rioting.
Positions were quickly taken
by each community. Their positions were based not on an objective view of the recent event but
rather the greater context of race
and its implications in today's
society.
All of this points towards the
disturbingly increasing polarization of the races in America.
So disturbing, is this fact, that a
parallel can be drawn with the
ever festering conflict between
Israeli Jews and Palestinians.
The Palestinian uprising in the
West Bank and Gaza Strip was set
offbyahauntinglysimilarincident
involving a traffic accident
On December 8, 1987, an Israeli truck driver carelessIy turned
into a lane of oncoming traffic,
killing four Palestinians and injuring seven others.
The incidem. purely an accident, ignited a tinderbox of longheldPalestinian grievances, which
manifested themselves in the form

Rights Era fades further into history, have often had difftculty
finding a means to address their
problems other than by harping
the benefits of victimization, as
Shelby Steele argues m""Thc
Content of Our Character."
It is a strategy that is self-defeating. The significant sinners arc
buried in the back
of history books,
and those to whom
they to bring their
plight. are becom' ing more and more
alienated by cries
of"racism, "which,
are increasingly
heard as cries of
wolf.
Blacks
and
whites must make
an attempt at understanding. We
must attempt to
stand in one
another's shoes, to
feel where the other
side is coming
from.
Blacks must see
they must reahLe

when it came to Jews and Pales-

poverty does nodiJng batpeiJJelllo-

tinians, there were no accidents,
only acts of war."
This sentiment increasingly
seems to be running through the
black and Jewish communities of
New York.
Both sides chided the other for
not desiring peace, and one man
interviewed on CNN went so far
as to condemn the black community for not wanting peace but

ate itself. Hence the urban poverty
and despair of 1991.
From this context it is understandable that blacks lash out at
whites, for whites have been their
chief oppressors for 400 years.
Yet blacks must come to an
understanding and realization that
the majority of whites today did
not create the ghetto. The events
which created the gheuo occurred
years ago.
Perhaps the ancestors of today •s
generation took part in fostering
slavery, and perhaps even older
relatives of today's generation
contributed to institutionalizing
black oppression. Yet the white
generation of today did not set in
motion the oppressive forces of
slavery and racism.
White suburban children did
not wake up one day and decide to
create a ghetto.
It is between these two perspectives that the chasm separating whites and blacks has grown.
Neither can seem to see the vantage point of the other.
Whites have washed themselves free of the guilt and responsibility for the pi ight of blacks
with the common cliches, "I never
had a slave," and "Get off the
stoop and get a job."
Blacks, their plight more and
more overlooked as the Civil

"war...

Are we approaching an era in
race relations in which there are
no accidents? Is every fight at
Cleveland's Riverfest between a
black and whitearacialoneorjust
a fight between two drunks?
There are grievances on both
sides. Whites must realize that the
minority of blacks who make up
the underdass do not live in an
environment of drugs, crime, and
despair by choice.
The chief reason that the urban
ghetto exists is not because the
mhabitants are lazy or inferior.
Ghettos exist because of400 years
of American history.
Urban America is the product
of slavery and discrimination.
Someone forgot to dole out the 40
acres and a mule, and as a result
four million freed slaves were immediately thrown into poverty.
Those who did begin to make it
were often stripped of everything

that cries of racism instill callousness rather than compassion.
The cries lead not to an overt
cry to tnsligatechange but instead
to a cowardly retreat beneath the
tent of poliucal correcUless in
whtch the label "racist" must be
avoided at all costs.
One mtght stand up at the podium or at a cocktail party and
righteously proclaim the politically correct label "Afro-American" while deep in the heart lies
the true sentiment of "nigger."
Whites must see the plight of
blacks for what it is, the plight of
history.
SterCOlypes must be wiped out
and replaced with understanding,
not whitewashed over with political correctness.
Only when this happens will
the races be brought closer to harmony. Only when there is mutual
understanding will America address the grievances of history.
And they must be addressed, or
the myth of the American society
as a just one will die a hard death.
Accidents must stop becoming
acts of war. We must begin to
fight the powers of ignorance and
increase \he peace.

-

...

Affirmative action,
negative reaction
by Steve Delchin
A couple ofdays ago at work
I was discussing affirmative action programs with a co-worker.
Since he•s black. I asked him
how he felt about affirmative
action.
I was surprised by his total
objection to it. He said he resented receiving preferential
treatment to get ahead.
His own hard work would
determine his success- not a
quota.
Affirmative action only
serves to widen the gap bet ween
races.
Whites feel that minonties
are given preferential treatment
just for belongmg to a certain
group.
Minorities feel that somehow
they did not earn their position.
Many experience a loss of selfesteem and a feeling of dependency.
There is a massive contradiction in affirmative action
programs.

They use discnmination to
fight dtscrimmation.It's like using fire to fight fire (which is just
as hopeless).
Instead we should be working
to ensure that the mistakes of the
past are not repeated.
We can do this by changing
people's attitudes about racism.
Nobody is born a racist.
Instead, people are conditioned by society to accept that
certain racial groups arc better
than others.
This is false.
We can't deny that inequality
will a1 ways exist in America, but
itdoesn'tstemfromrace.Itstems
from personal aspirations and
desires.
Discrimination will finally
end when people realize they
have been hoaxed into accepting
racism.
Future generations must not
be conditioned into accepting
racism as we have.
Affumative action programs
will only create more hostility if
they are kept in place.

-
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Three neighborhood colleges
establish counseling service
by Shari Stieber
John Carroll University, Notre
Dame College and Ursuline College have formed The Tri-College
Peer Conciliation Service (PCS),
a program designed to help their
respective students resolve conflicts through panels of students
who are trained to listen and mediate.
This program is modeled after
a similar PCS organization at
Manchester College in Indiana,
which is headed by Dr. Gary
Zimmerman. Zimmerman is involved with leading the student
and faculty training sessions here
in Cleveland.
According to Dave Hutzle, a
JCU senior involved in starting
the group, thiS program is an important addi lion to the in teracuons
between JCU students and students at other colleges.
'This is a unique program in
that it's specially for college students, not the general public," said
Hutzle. "This is John Carroll
students helping themselves."
According to Hutzle, this program has many favornblequaliti .
I! is voluntary, free, fast, and
convenient. The meetings can be
set up within a few days, and the
mediations are held on campus at
a time chosen by the parties.
Dr. Mary Kay Howard, a
member of the JCU history department and faculty advisor for

PCS, stresses the importance of
this group being independent and
not in conjunction with college
judicial or academic appeals
boards.

According to Howard, the
mediations are entirely confidential and neutral, with a fair and
unbiased panel in a peaceful and
relaxed setting.
In addition, the parties involved create a mutually satisfactory solution through effective
communication.
In a mediation, four mediators
meet with the conflicting parties.
The meeting begins with each
party telling the panel his or her
respective story.
The parties then speak with
each other about their feelings.
The next step is for the parties to
discuss possible solutions to their
conflicL
The mediators assist the parties
during this phase by helping them
take an objective look at the proposed solutions.
Finally, a resolution contract is
written, following conditions
agreeable to both parties.
After a few weeks, the mediators contac the parti to d
mine the effectiveness of the
resolution.
"We try to make the people
feel welcome and safe, and we try
to understand what's going on,"
Hutzle said.
"I think this will do a lot for the
general welfare of all three of the
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colleges that are involved. It helps
people in understanding social
justice and makes these three
campuses as peaceful as possible."
The mediators involved in this
program received special training,
with an emphasis on knowing and
understanding the steps of the
process explained above.
They also learned the skills of
objective and active listening,
maintaining an unbiased attitude,
as well as enforcement of ground
rules that must be established for
each mediation.
These ground rules focus on
upholding courtesy between the
disputing parties.
The PCS is capable of mediating a wide range of conflicts, including roommate disputes, conflicts between friends, dating difficulties, family conflicts, and
harrassment, according to
Howard.
Thegroup'sgoal istobeginby
OcL 1. Until that time thePCS has
decided to focus its energies on
making the entire campus aware
of this service and its possible
benefits.

on cern
continued from page 1

that she wants to tallc over all
plans with as many people as possible. We must try to blend all
concerns." Rothschild will have
until Oct. 1 to gauge public opinion, when the University Heights
Planning and Zoning Board holds
its monthly meeting.
Meanwhile, John Carroll University seems to be headed towards its own manifest destiny.

Fund-raising committee
begins with success
by Chris Kazor
News Editor

The newly formed SU fundraising commiucc has made an
impressive start with its programs.
According to Mike Naypauer,
committee chairperson, $5600 has
been raised thus far. Naypauer
expressed satisfaction with this
figure. A goal of $10,000 had
been set at the the beginning of the
year.
"With how much we've made
so far, the chances arc we should
wen above our oat," h said.
The John Carroll University
night at the Flats provided $4017
of the revenue generated.
Naypauer indicated that this was
the largest amount which had ever
been gained from one of these
trips.
The remainder of the money,
nearly $1600, has been earned by
JCU students selling beer at
baseball and football games at
Cleveland Municipal Stadium.
Work was begun over the summer
as students operated stands during

DINING AND TAP ROOM

WELCOMES
ALL JCU STUDENTS
You must bring a mug w/handles --no plastic
cups allowed

oin us for Monday Night Football
21 & Over Only

Enjoy the warm comfortable atmosphere of Canterbury
Ales. Open 'til 2:30 M-Sat. and all televised Browns
games.
• Free wings before Monday Night Football
• Daily Happy Hour specials -- $1.00 drinks
• Extensive selection of import & domestic beers
• Outstanding cuisine at affordable prices

2198 Murray Hill Road • 229-8885
Just minutes from Lee Rd.

eight Indians games and two of
the Browns pre-season games.
Since the beginning ofclasses, the
SepL 1 and SepL 15 football games
have been worked.
According to the arrangement
with the stadium, the students keep
ten percent of aU the money they
earn through their sales. Of that
money, fony percent is given to
the workers as an incentive, and
the remainder is put into the Student Union.
Up until now, the people
working at the stands have been
individual wottctn for 'them=- -...
selves, but beg1nning with the next
game the stands will be staffed by
students representing various
campus organizations. In this way,
the program offers a dual service
by providing money not onJy for
the Student Union, but for other
campus organizations as well.
"The football games will serve
as fund-raisers not only for the
Student Union, but for organizations by doing a fund-raiser which
is already set up for them," said
Naypauer.
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Hungary begins arduous journey to prosperity
by Patrick McGill
Hungary has played a significant role in the recent upheaval of
Eastern Europe.
Last week, Dr. Martha
Pereszlenyi-Pinter of John
Carroll •s department of modem
and classical languages and cultures spoke of this upheaval and
her recent Fulbright Group project
in Hungary
To help illustrate Hungary's
dynamic past, Pereszlenyi-Pinter
usedtheexampleofsomeonebom
in 1900.
This person, if still alive today.
would have seen Hungary as part
of the Austro-Hungarian empire,
ruled by an admiral, overtalcen by
the Communists after World War
II, dismantled just recently, and
now moving toward a Western
democracy. she said.
The changes of this past century are but a blip on the long and
storied history of Hungary. she
commented .
Since 1956, when Hungary attempted to break away from Soviet dominance, the country has
been the most Westernized of all
Eastern bloc countries.
Moscow allowed Hungary
economic latitude in exchange for

loyalty tO the central government.
This lasted for about 30 years.
In 1987, Hungary was a technologically troubled country. and
reform was needed.
By 1988, Hungary was faced
with a staggering $20 billion
deficit and a populace ravaged by
alcoholism, a stuinking work:place
and the highest suicide rate in the
world.
Bold moves in 1989 by reformist leaders led to the
instatement of free assembly, political parties and elections, and
the removal of the fences between
Austria and Hungary.
On May 2, 1990, Hungary's
National Assembly opened its fii'St
session, making Hungary the first
nation to break away from the
Soviets.
This peaceful discarding of
communism, according to
Pereszlenyi-Pinter, triggered a
reaction from the East
However, the professor was
quick to point out that not everyone was not overjoyed that the
Communists are gone.
"Many are fearful of the uncertainty of capitalism," she said.
"Many are realizing that freedom has its price."
Homelessness in Hungary is

rising, according to PereszlenyiPintcr.
Over 3 million people are at or
below the poveny level, with a
population of only 10.5 million
people.
Prices for goods that were once
uniform nationwide, now vary
wildly on the same shelf, she
commented.
The only people who have succeeded are the so-called "Hungarian Yuppies," the self-employed,
Pcreszlenyi-Pinter said.
According to the professor, the
Hungarian people feel that, "There
is no plan [for the future], just
ideological buzzwords."
The ideological victory has
brought economic losses.
Since many Hungarian goods
do not meet Western standards
and the Soviets cannot afford to
buy any goods, Hungary cannot
begin to solve its fmancial troubles.
"The country needs new machines, trained personnel, and investment capital in order to survive," Pereszlenyi-Pinter said.
Most people hold two or three
jobs to try to make ends meet.
More often than not, the fi-

YUCOSLAVlA

nancial ends don't meet Crime,
drugs, pollution and stress are
working together to ruin the
Hungarian people.
Still, Pereszlenyi-Pinter was
struck by "the goodness of the
average person," relating a story
about the return of her lost wallet.
In concluding her lecture on
Hungary, Pereszlenyi-Pinter remarked that, "The educational
system is Hungary's hope for the
future."
With only 19 percent of Hungarians admitted to college, the

intellectual is a highly respected
individual. Most of the current
political leaders are college professors.
"The world anxiously awaits
the result of the Hungarian experience of government by professor," Pereszlenyi-Pintcr said.
This comment verifies the
evening's lecture, "As Hungary
Goes, So Goes Eastern Europe."
Educators have risen to prominent
positions in the Eastern Bloc and
lhe world can only wait and see
what will happen next

Israeli minister accuses
Bush of anti-Semitism
mosphere was acrimonious, according
to Israeli officials and the
Ol99l.los ~~Times
government radio's account of the
JERUSALEM- A session of meeting.
"President Bush is an antiIsrael's Cabinet held Sunday to
and a liar," said Rehamim
Semite
discuss the deep divisions between
Zeevi,
a
minister named by Shamir
the Bush administration and the
to
the
Cabinet
earlier this year.
government of Prime Minister
Housing
Minister
Ariel Sharon
Yitzhalc Sharnir quickly gave way
Minister
David
ridiculed
Foreign
to unrestrained ill will, with one
minister branding President Bush Levy for asserting that Israe~ and
Washington see eye-to-eye on
an anti-Semite.
The outbursts highlighted the peace issues. "How much is left of
political passions aroused by all that?" Sharon asked.
Levy shot back that Sharon
Bush's vow to delay U.S. guarhelped
create problems with the
antees for $10 billion worth of
loans to house and provide jobs United States.
"Then you say, 'I told you so,'"
for Soviet immigrants flooding
Levy
continued, in reference to
into Israel.
Bush wants the guarantees held Sharon's hasty efforts to dot the
until Israeli-Arab peace talks are West Bank and Gaza Strip with
weU under way. Shamir says the settlements in defiance of Bush's
guarantees have nothing to do with objections to Israeli settlement
activity in the occupied territories.
the proposed talks.
Shamir, who presided at the
The disputes over guarantees
Cabinet
meeting, offered a soluand over conditions for a U.S.tion:
an
end
to debate.
Soviet sponsored Middle East
"Nothing
is to be gained by
peace conference are expected to
talking
too
much,"
he declared.
dominate the visit of Secretary of
Sharnir
made
no move to
But
State James A. Balcer III, who
discipline
Zeevi,
whose
twoarrives here Monday to begin the
member
faction
in
Parliament
faseventh diplomatic shuttle through
vors
expulsion
of
all
Arabs
from
the Middle East this year.
In the Cabinet, the previsit at- Gaza and the West Bank.
by Daniel Williams

Fed Up With Paying High
Checking Fees?
Get Hassle-Free Checking~
Free CheckingThats 1tulyFree
• No monthly service charge • No-fee Green Machmea ATM tranSactions
• No minimum balance requirement • No charge for wnung checks
All thiS plus only SSO to open an account, and 1t's FDIC 1nsured. And for a
limited ume, receive 200 personal checks free.
So avoid the hassle and open your TRANSOHIO HilSSie- Free Checlung
Account today at any branch

~
What ben king should be.
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Students hit the road with Meals on Whe els
by Julie Stocker
Sunday dinners are traditionally special meals, often eaten at
an un usual Lime, with lhe "good"
china. They arc opportunities to
reflect on lhe past week, on lhe
good and bad times, accomplishments and defeats.
This year, Sunday dinners are
special at John Carroll University
also, but only if they are not consumed. Confused? ProjectGold's
Meals on Wheels is lhe answer.
This year they devised a new
system for students to give up
their meals and help Cleveland 's
poor. Last week, Project Gold
circulated flyers asking for volunteersforvariousprojects. Along
the bottom, Meals on Wheels
asked resident students to donate
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WUJC is looking for a person to lake on the role of the
radio station's mascot. This individual should be of average
build , in reasonably good physical condition, and able to generate " pe rsonality" while in

their Sunday dinners for the rest of
the fall, 199 1 semester. For each
meal don ated , Marriou Food
Service will supply food for Meals
on Wheels excursions.
"We're asking for one meal a
week from students. Please don 't
hesitate to give up your Sunday
meal. It's really not much to ask,"
said Brian Fors, a leader of the
Meal on Wheels team.
How do they utilize these donations? Beg inning this year, the
volunteers will take food into
downtown
Cleveland
on
Wednesday and Friday nights, increased from just Friday nights
last year. After loading the van,
their ftrst stop is Public Square,
where they set up tables right on
the street People can choose from

peanut butter and jelly and occasionally bologna s andwiches,
soup, apples, oranges, milk, coffee, hot chocolate, and orange
drink. After an hour, Meals on
Wheels moves to the Cleveland
YMCA, where they serve approximately two hundred of the
three hundred people fed each
night. If food is left over, they
deliver it to various women's and
c hildren 's shelters, or to the city
mission. Then they return to
Carroll.
Meals o n Wheels has been
overwhelmed with volunteers and
meal donations . While only eight
people can deliver the food at one
time, the program can use more
people this year with the addition
of the Wednesday night deliveries.

Also, over 400 John Carroll students had donated their meals as
of Monday, Sept 16, and more
pledges have been arriving in the
Student Union office.
"Project Gold and Meals on
Wheels would like to extend o ur
thanks to the students who gave
up their meals on Sunday night It
will be appreciated more than they
·
ine," sajd B
Fisher, a

character. T his individual should

Sept. 20 -Guitarist Paul Skyland
will be appearing in the Wolf-nJCU sporting events, social func- Pot at 8 p.m.
tions, and some community events. Sept. 23 ·There will be an orgaInterested people should contact oizational meeting for th e
David Reese at WUJC, 397-4437 Haunted House Committee at
or Ad building office 28B, 397- 8:30 p.m. in the New Confer1682 as soon as possible.
ence Room.
Sept. 24 • The JCU Computer
Happenings Sept. 19 • 26
Services Departmen t will be
sponsoring a "Computer ProdSept. 19 - JCU men's volleyball uct Fair." T his fair is free and
club will hold an organizational open to all. lt will be held from
meeting outside of the Recplex 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Murphy
gym. Newmembersarewelcome. Room.
If you are interested , but cannot Sept. 24-25 ·Perkins Loan signattend call Paul Szwejbka at 397- upfrom9 to 11:30a.m.and 1:30
5259 or Stephan L iozu at 991- to 4 :30 p.m. in the Business
8665 .
Offtce in Rodman Hall.

be free to make appearances at

question of the week :

"How can you spot a freshman?"

ATTENTION II
All

-

Chrls Ueberman
Junior
'They are the ones
standing in line to take
the bus t o the flats."

leader of the Meals on Wheels
project.
In the trad ilion started last year.
Meals on W heels continues to
embody the generous spirit found
at JCU. J ust as Jesus made baskets
of food from two loaves and some
ftsh, so is Meals on Wheels he lping students transform the ir Sunday dinners into a special meal for
hundreds.

Dan Drasler
Junior

Rich Marquardt
Junior

"No beer gut.''

"New K -Swiss'."

5)

BILLS FANS
a l l 46"1 - 8 7 7 4 and s a y
I l o v e t h e BILLS & w a t c h
a l l oW t h o BILLS g a m e s
at S'CDDTEir ' S
TA,~JtN INC.
S,DD M•yF~•Id Rd. ~ nd•J,,.,,., DIUo

ohn Carroll's Communications Department is
now organizing a student chapter of the Public
Relations Society of America (PRSA).

Organizational Meeting
Wednesday, Sept. 25 at 7:00 pm
the Murphy Room
Rob Baxter

Senior

Jenn Fry

Joe Lazu.ka

Sophomore

J unior

'They are wal.kJ.ng in a
herd to the cafeteria."

''Clueless written across
their forehead."

'They are ha~py to be
here.'
pboloo by Mikes....,

Contact Fr. Carl Zablorny at 397-4356 if you are
interested but cannot make the meeting.
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Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch.
~
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Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you expect them to be. Which is why you

should always pack your AT&T Calling Card 0 It's all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere.

Its the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And you'll be connected to the

reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T. 0 Plus if you get your Calling Card now, you'll also get a free hours

worth of AT&T long distance calling.• And you'll become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and

services designed to save students time and money. 0 The AT&T Calling Card Its the best route to wherever you're going.

Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4812.

AT&T
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Concert and bar noise rocks hearing
by Erin Guir1inger
Asst. Features Editor

It can be screaming two inches
away from an usher to help fmd a
seat. It might be hollering to your
friend's ear that it's time to go.
The scene is quite familiar.
Everyone is jumping up and down
screaming next to the gigantic
speakers in a concert hall.
Or bodies smashing against
eachotheronthedance floor, while
beingshovedclosertothespeaker.
Whatever the situation may be,
the common factor causing this
yelling is noise. Most (young)
adu ltsexperience noise at concerts,
bars and danceclubs.
Yes, the noise is annoying.
However, when seated second
row at a Who concert or dancing
to "Paradise by the Dashboard
Light." who really cares.
People start to care the next
morning when they wake up with
a ringing in their ears and they
have to strain to hear what others
are saying.
This temporary ringing is
called tenitus. The muffled hearing Wllllastovemightoreven into
the next two days. and is caused
by the 120 decibels of sound
booming out of the spealcers.
Granted, this is a Jot of sound,

but this is at peak intensity during
the concert. At times it could be
well above or below that.
Long-term exposure to concert
noisedamagesthehigh frequency
reception in the ears. And being
exposed to sound loud enough
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could ruprure the eardrum. Then
what was just a temporary annoying ringing becomes pennanent.
There is no cure for this.
Most famous for this ear damage is Pete Townshend, lead guitar player of the rock band
ThcWho. Townshend suffers a
permanent tenitus.
People forget that although the
opening to the eardrum is small,
the noise that seeps through can be
extremely harmful. This is because

the hair cells in theearthatchange
sound waves into nerve impulses
weren't meant to shake hard.
Not only do people have to
worry about the sound that is going through their ear, but sound
also enters by vibrating the temporal (temple) bone. This directly
stimulates the nerve ending essential for hearing.
The sneaky thing about hearing damage is that it is not necessarily painful.
So, onecould bedamaging their
hearing without even realizing it
until a doctor discovers it, possibly too late.
So how does one deal with
concert or bar noise? As for concerts, Mary Rosenbaum, an audiologist at the University Hospitals
of Cleveland, has vital advice.
Rosenbaum says, "Ear plugs
are an absolute necessity, especially for those seated close to the
speakers."
The people that go to concerts
and bars aren't the only ones that
need to deal with their hearing
responsibly.
Sound technicians in bars and
clubs are indirectly contributing

Stress builds daily
Features Editor

Now that the third week of
school is coming to a close, the
student body is overwhelmed with
the criteria of the syllabi. As students review what is ahead, words
such as exams, papers and presentations pop out from the pages.
Students carry an average load

Graduation applications are now available in the Dean's
Office of the School of Business.
The deadline for submission of applications is Friday,
September 27, 1991.
If you are planning to complete your coursework in
December, 1991, May or August, 1992, you llllillfile a
graduation application.

Also, you llllill file a graduation application even though
you filed one the previous year and did not graduate.

spealcer is a difficult task.
However, when dealing with
something as important as hearing, no precaution is frivolous.
Besides, protecting those delicate
ear drums will enable one to enjoy
those concerts and clubs in the
future.

Student health

by Christine Vomero

Attention: School of Business Students

to dangering the
public by the
amount of niose
that they allow.
As for bar and
danceclub goers, the best suggestion is to keep good distance from
the speakers, if possible. And,like
grandmaalwyas suggested, aswad
of cotton in the ear will dampen
the seveniy of the noise entering
the ear lobe.
Yes, taking ear plugs to concert can be a hassle. And trying to
keep enough space from the

of 15 hours, on top of jobs, practices, rehearsals and studying. This
will be hard to achieve without
becoming overcome by stress
during the semester.
Everyone has experienced
stressatonepoint in his or her life.
When stressful conditions become
unhealthy stress is a problem.
Stress comes in varying degrees, depending upon the ~itua
tion. Some of these situations

include personal loss, change in
life-style, relationships, money
and academic problems.
Stress can be physical or
emotional. A physical stress may
affect pans of your body. Emotional stress affects your mental
well being.
Victor Frankl proposed in
Man's Search For Meaning that
boredom is more stressful than
anxiety. People become stressed
because their lives contain the
same routine from day to day.
Their abilities are not being fully
challenged and thus they feel there
isn't meaning.
Yet more frustrating than a
stagnant life is one full of change.
Students around the country can
relate to this because they are
forced into a new, fast-paced environment
People adapt to stress with
withdrawal, aggression or peaceful coexistence.
Ways of coping with stress
includeengaginginactivitiessuch
as exercise or discussing the cause
of your tension with someone who
is a good listener. Another way
would be relaxing and reflecting
on your situation to get a better
perspective. Butmostirnponantly,
deal with the problem before it
gets out of hand.
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ing Bowie's sound and
vision tour, the album
has the same urgency
In about ten years, a man is of their first sffort,
going to look at his calander and which was layed out in
smirk. ''I'm still here," he'll say to anly six months, but
himself halfheartedly, "today is with more back-to-bano different than last seek or last sics rock n' roll.
year of last decade."
The first si ngle,
The year will be 200 1 and this "One Shot", is a new
man will have five decades as a sound for Bowie. It's
pop star to reminisce. He will rough, undoctored,
look in his closet and see the much like his early mahomemade rocket ship he soared terial in theZiggy days,
to stardom on in his fJ.Im debut. but with a fresh R&B
He will think of his fights in the sound from the Sales
sixties, fame in the seventies and brothers.
his fashion in the eighties. But the
Unfortunately, the
character he will remember and album contains two
love the most will be that of of losers. "Baby Univerhimself as vocalist for a simple sal" is a tune from the fashionable
R&B band called Tin Machine.
hip hop sounds Bowie was writTin Macine has just released ing in the eighties. If you have
thier second album, Tin Machine fond memories of the simplistic
II, starring David Bowie, Reeves yet poignant "Rebel Rebel" with
Gabrels, Hunt Sales and Tony its three chord progressions, then
Sales. Puttogetherrandomlydur- don't listen to this first You will
by Jeff Lohr
Entertainment Writer
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its indistinguishable
nature. It isn't a terrible song, but it
doesn'tleadanywhere,
nor does it meld with
the overall format. It's
not pop, it's not rock
' and it definitely
doesn't belong in the
the Bowie portfolio.
The rest of the album is good; plain and
simple. Once again,
Bowie has let the music supercede the hype.
There is no technotrickery or off. the-wall
narcistic visions of
grandeur. It is four
guys playing solid,
honest music.
Bowie turns the mic over to a
rhaspy Hunt Sales for a stomping
bluesy cut, "Stateside." The song
echoes Jimmy Page's "Outrider"
album in its expressive guitaur
and raw sound.
~

Tin Machine
II
-l'booo couno'7 ofVictcry M"'ic
probably destroy the album, saddened by visions of Bowie and
Mick Jagger "Dancin' In the
Streets" in 1986.
Likewise, the song "Goodbye
Mr. Ed" is unavoidabley ostracized from therestofthealbum by

Metroparks provides fun for all

Tin Machine returns to the roots
of its members witha unique version of"IfThere Was Something"
taken from Roxie Music's ftrsl
release.
In its entirety, Tin Machine n
is a good ride. It is moody, moving and musical. The album is
punctuated by Gabrel's growling
guitar and Bowie's distinctive vocals coupled with a fresh edge of
fun.
So, in ten years when this
fortyish man looks through his
closet and sees platform shoes and
glittery costumes, he will probably smirk with the knowledge
that he has li vcd through a
metamorphasis and has finally
come full circle.
He will be captivated by a plain
black tie draped over a plain white
oxford shirt, reminders of his
greatest character of all, David
Bowie, vocalist, from a period
called Tin Machine when he was
true to himself and true to his
music.

La.caJ Arts; Scen.e
by Ric Formani

smooth, paved all-purpose trails,
82 miles of horseback riding trails
and over several hundreds of miles
of hiking trails spread over the
entire park

In addition, the vark has several outdoor attractions including
wildlife managemem areas, waterfowl sanctuaries and five dif-

As the summer weather slowly
wains, Autumn wiU bring color to
ferent nature centers with nature
the trees and a brisk. invigorating
exhibits and prochill to the air.
grams.
For those
The park system
who truly love
is located in the
the change of
· · -: greater Cleveland
season and the
area with many
visual ecstasy
reservations close
of
multi to John Carroll, so
shaded forests
get away from the
and the cahustle of everythartic fall air,
day life and exthe Cleveland
perience the
Metroparks
great outdoors.
offers several
different out*For more indoorstrailsthat ~~~~==Jt~r7~=+!-~~~~~~:=~~~X~
formation on the
everyone, intrai Is and other availcluding John
able activities, call the Cleveland
Carroll students, faculty
Metroparks at351-6300.
and alumni, can enjoy.
From all-purpose trails, to-··
bridle trails, to physical fimess
; system.
::==·,.......·.
While visiting
and hiking trails-it's all within
25 minutes of the JCU campus.
the park, a wide
J variety of other
Whether walking, jogging,
outdoors activities are posbiking, hiking, horseback riding
or even cross-country skiing in sible.
Picnicking tables and grills are
the winter, the Metroparks has a
Always wanted to
trail for everyone who enjoys the provided for those who prefer a
outdoors.
rustic taste.
now the background
In all honesty, the beautiful
Golfmg is just minutes away
nd behind-the-scene
scenery and sense of tranquility on the Little Met and Big Met
could make a convert out of any- courses that are owned and operinfo. on your favorite
body.
ated by the metroparks system.
entertainers?
Currently, the 19,000 acre
Swimming, boating, fishing,
Metroparks, which is split into 12 sledding and skating round out the
Now is your chance!!
reservations not including con- list of possible activities for the
Drop questions In slot of
necting parkways and the Cleve- expert or simply the curious novland Zoo, offer around 53 miles of ice.
CN door.

.Cleveland
Metroparks

Trivia!
Trivia!
Trivia!

Cleveland
P
T a
1991-92

Enter Playboy's
$3,000 Colle e

Fiction Contest
S ubmit an original, unpublished story

September 20- October 13

Maximum length: 25 pages

The Balcony, a play by

Contest Is open to all university

Jean Genet

students, regardless of aee. Deadline
Is January 1, 1992.

October 16 ·27

Send your manuscript and a 3x5

The Festival of Sound:

Cllrdwlth name, address, telephone

Sonic Disturbance directed

number and college amllatlon to:

by Dennis Maxfield and

Playboy

Amy Sparks

College Fiction Contest
680 N. Lake Shore Drive

Tonight

10 pm - 2 am

The Eddies
Catch Monday Night Football on our

HUGE 8 ft. TV SCREEN
and enjoy FREE subs from Subway
Mon.-Sat. 3:00p.m.- 2:30a.m.
Sun. 1:00 p.m. - 2:30a.m.
Parking in rear

Mastercard &
Visa
Accepted
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Bad English storms in with Backlash
by Julie Garvin
Entertainment Writer
In 1989 the rock group Bad
English made their first major debut on the music scene w1th their
self-titled album. Now they have
bolted back into the spotlight with
their appropriately named followup LP "Backlash."
Although this band was a newcomer just two years ago,itsband
members are seasoned veterans.
they grew from a seed planted
over twenty years ago when
keyboardist Jonathan Cain and
vocalist John Waite played together in The Babies.
NextcarneguitaristNealSchon
who, together with Jonathan Cain
formed the 70s supergroup Journey.
Several years later when Journey met its demise, the three
musicians carne together to fonn
Bad English adding the drummer

Deen Castronovo.
With such a deep-rooted history, it was impossible for Bad
English to go unnoticed for long.
They immediately began turning heads with hits
like "Forget Me
Not,""ThePricefo
Love," and their
smashsong"When
I See You Smile."
The question is
whether or not Bad
English has returned with the
same muscle on
"Backlash" that
they had in '89. The answer is a
resounding "yes.·
This second album contains the
same energy as the first, but adds
a bit more intensity of lyric and
sound. In other words, it has more

feel.
On the current single "Straight
to Your Heart", an emergence of
the band
members'
pasts is
definitely
noticeable.
N eaI
Schon's
guitar solo
takes on
Journey e s q u e
qualities.
So much so
that one
Bad English
·p~>o~o-,.ofs- Moa.Wao
would almost exhas worked with such big name pectSteve Perry to emerge as lead
bands as Survivor and Chicago vocalisL No such luck.
has done a more than admirable
However, so as not to mislead,
job of maintaining the Bad En- this amalgam of musicians have a
glish sound while adding a more distinct style of their own. This
sophisticated overall sound and band'ssound is heavily charactercharacter and will probably do
weU on the pop charts.
Producer Ron NeviSon, who

ized by Jonathan Cain's haunting
keyboards on songs like "Savage
Blue" from Backlash, a song
remmisccnt of "Forget Me Not"
from their debut album.
An interesting facet of this
newest release 1s Neal Schon's
Spanish-flavored acoustic interlude at the beginning of "Time
Stood Still." It works very well
and adds some spice to the recently popular acoustic genre.
Once again, they have teamed
up with the talented songwriter
Diane Warren to belt out "The
Time Alone With You", a power
ballad that has all the radio accessability and potential of its counterpart "When I See You Smile".
Overall, Backlash provides its
listeners with all they could want
including four ballads and six
rockers. It is a familiar fonnula
yet with enough change to make it
fresh and enjoyable.

Top of Town offers affordable elegance
by MikeThomas
Entertainment Editor

It ts rare when any restaurant
can brag about its atmosphere,
food and service with pride and
assurance.
Among Oeveland dining spots,
Top of the Town ranks at the top

Restaurant
Review
of the list both literally and figuratively.
This elegant restaurant is located 38 stories above the city in

the Erieview Plaza and is owned

by the Stouffer coporation.
Depending upon where one sits,
"Top" offers an outstanding panoramic view of Cleveland on one
side and Lake Erie on the other.
Whether one is planning a
family dinner, a business meeting
orperhapsaromanticsoire, "Top"
provides the perfect setting without the outrageous expense.
Upon arriving in the Erieview
building (which is attached to the
Galleriadowntown),onemusttake
the elevator marked "Top of the
Town" to the 38th floor where a
nest ofsumpUJOus elegance awaits.
The decor is tastefully elaborate, complete with linen, fine

r-anK~~

KITCHEN~

is BACK
SERVING:
• Complete Dinners
• Sandwiches &
Burgers
• Appetizers
• Soups & Salads

&.-GRILL

\\'L\G :\IGHTS:
lOc Mon &\Ved
15c Fri

Frank's Kitchen
2151 Lee Road
397-1477

DELIVERY STARTING SOON

china, chandeHcrs and candelight.
Even the chairs arc uncommonly
comfortable, a trait sometimes
lacking in some of the fmereating
establishments about town.
Next door is a Ionge which is
open for late-nite cocktails and
has a grand piano which provides
entertainment throughout the night
by one of Cleveland's finest pianists.
In the main dining area. there
are numerous tables of various
size and shape placed strategically
around the mom to accomodate
different size parties while maintaining a dazzling view.
There arc prime tables by the
monstrous picture window that are
given on a ftrst come, ftrst serve
basis. These portals aid in providing an ambience essential to
the perfect dining experience.
The menu contains unique appetizers and main courses made
with the finest ingrediants and
presented w1th the respect they
and their consumers deserve.
Those with a passion for fine
wines will find ample room to
indulge the palate among the admirable variety of wines from
some of the most famous vinyards
in the world.
However, for the economical,
wine is quite expensive, ranging
in price from about 15 to over 100
dollars for a bottle of Chateau
Rothshild.
The Three Onion Soup is one
item that is an excellent precursor
to any meal. It is made with Spanish, red and green onions, herbs,

sherry and California Zinfandcl
topped with a Parmesan crouton
and melted EmmenthaJ cheese.
Nonetheless, other appetizers
such as the crab stuffed mushroom
caps topped with hollandaise are
not to be avoided either.
Depending uponindividual
taste, there is something for all to
enjoy.
On its entree list, Top of the
Town includes health food and
provides infonnation on calories,
cholesteral, sodium and fat content for those weight and nutrition
conscious persons.
For those who enjoy eating for
the simple pleasure of the act,
"Top" has a fairly extensive menu
of the cher s specialties including
such standbyes as prime rib.
From North Carolina roast duck
to yellowfin tuna to chicken breast
stuffed with avocado cilanro cream
cheese and baked in puff pastry,
theentreessuitjustaboutany taste.
Unlike most upscale restaurants, "Top" gives its patrons
steamed vegetables and a house
salad with each meal at no extra
cost
This eliminates the -extra cost
of a la carte items and makes the
menu much less confusing.
For dessert, one can choose
from a wide variety of
gustatorially, olfactorally and
aesthetically pleasing creations.
The Toll House pie, raspberry
fudge torte and mouse sampler are
only half of the half dozen
scrumptious concoctions.
In light of the fantastic ambi-

encc, tasty food and swift yet polite service, one may get the impression that Top of the Town's
prices are as elevated as the restaurant itself.
Not so. For the quality and
quanity, the cost is minimal if
compared to those so-called high
class establishments where the
odor is musty, the chairs uncomfortable and the portions minuscule.
The prices for entrees range
from $13 to $21 per person, the
appetizers from $4 to S7 and the
desserts in the $5 range.
If sized up against those places
where 50 dollars does not even
cover the cost of one's main meal,
"TopoftheTown" gets a !auditory
response on the elegant value scale.
In addition, "Top" provides
other accomodations, including:
a daily lunch menu, Sunday
brunch, happy hour , entenainment, parking, parties and gift
certificates.
The service was prompt and
courteous, the food delicious, the
ambience relaxing and the view
incredible.
So, if you are in the mood for
great food in a relaxed atmosphere
or looking for a unique place to
take that special someone, Top of
the Town truly lives up to its name.

*For additional infonnation or
for reservations call 771-1600 or
visit Top of the Town in the
Ericview Plazalocated in downtown Cleveland.
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JCU student teaches and studies in France
by Mike Halkovich

John Carroll University senior
Katie Ragen recently returned
from a year in Paris as an exchange student. She attended the
Sorbonne in Paris, which is the
oldestcollege in Western Europe.
Like all other exchange students, Ragen needed to adjust to
her new surroundings and French
customs.
"1befirstsix weeks were scary
and shocking," said Ragen.
"However, Europe has become
Americanized since they have all
our clothes, movies, and other
items."
Ragen taught English in the
French equivalent of American
grade school. She observed that

the French education system 1s
different from that of America in
that it favors larger assignments
requiring extensive research.
Ragen believes the French students
are generally more career-minded
at earlier ages than American students.
While in France, Ragen noticed
a different perspective on the Persian Gulf War.
"The Europeans are used to
seeing war, but they still wanted
someone to go in," said Ragen.
"But many didn't like the ultimaturn idea."
According to Ragen, many
Arabs in Paris were very concerned
about the war because they had
relatives living in the Middle East.
"The Europeans are used to
seeing war, but they still wanted

1t isconsiderably
m o r e

densely
populated.
Ragen encountered
m a n y
Amercians
as well as
o t h e r
people
from many
Katie Ragen (front center) with JCU friends.
....-.-,.or K.otoo ~ different
countries.
"I travsomeone to go in," said Ragen. eled a lot during my breaks," said
"But. many didn't like the ulti- Ragen.
matum idea."
She managed tO ski in SwitzerAhhough Paris encompasses land and visit Spain, Italy, Greece,
only a fraction of most maJor and Yugoslavia. Ragen was in
American cities geographical! y. Zagreb, the capital of Croatia, dur-

ing the revolutionary fighting.
After returning to her Chicago
home in July, Ragen says she felt
lucky to have gone to Paris.
"John Carroll was also a nice
place to return [toJ," added the 21year-old senior. She has kept in
touch and hopes to continue
kccpmg in contact with friends
she made in Pans as well as others
from Germany, Canada, and Irel~d.

In addition to her interests in
international traveling, Ragen enJOyS sluing, volleyball, reading,
and playing the piano.
Ragen is majoring in French
and minoring in education. She is
considering moving to Spain to
teach French and English for a
few years. Afterwards, she plans
on reruming to the United States.

Adventure and risks lure student to England
by Meghan Gour1ey
Staff Reporter

part in the Hough Project. Each Lyndon B. Johnson Congresyear, sevezal vacant houses await- sional Internship, he was able
ing tenantsarecbosentobepainted to assist his local congressman.
JohnD.Dingell,inWashington,
and repaired.
On campus, Reed's involve- D.C. in July 1990. There he
ment is vital to his fellow stu- researched letters from the

In sharing the small quarters of in London on the Fourth of July.
hotel rooms and apartment flats, For those people he traveled with,
Reed found the city intriguing.
boats ran up the Thames River in
"It's such a big city -so huge," celebration. To everyone else, it
said Reed. There· s people from all was "just another day."
w alks of life."
Reed found h1s trip to be quite
£Yen though lhcre were m..y .. ezpc~ieoc:e. He Gpl m d Jiil
people be was unable to communi- eagerness ro explore cultures and
cate with, Reed was able to put his found the most effective way is up
Spanish to usc with other tourists.
close and in person.
More importantly, he is eager
"People would get confused because I didn't have an accent," said to learn and experience the world
Reed. "When I said I was from that goes on outside ofh1scarnpus,
Cleveland, it sounded like a foreign outside of h1s hometown, and
land to those people."
outside of his country.
Reed found the many museums,
"I try to be adventurous and
especially the Victoria and Abbert take risks. And I know I can draw
Museum, to be interesting in addi- my determination from around
tions to several flea markets he vis- me," said Reed.
Chris Reed is a staff reporter
ited.
He found it most interesting to be for The Carroll News.

Most students would probably
agree that not studying for a test
is taking a risk. Most students- deals. He speaks-proudirofiris public- anct-RNJDed repb
would probably agree that going part in the Christian Life Commu- among various other tasks.
Most recently, this past
60 miles per hour in a 35 mph nity.
summer,
Reed spent several
"Ithelps bring students together
zone is taking a risk. Most stuweeks
in
London
through Britin studying the
dents would
ish
United
Nations
American
teachings of
probably agree
Colleges.
He
learned
of th1s
Jesus," said
that havingan
Reed.
organization through family and
"unsupervised"
Reed is a friends and sent applications for
pary is taking a
senior, major- work to London.
risk. Although
Despite Reed's difficulty in
ing in English
these are all
and minoring fmding work, he flew to Lonvalid liabilities,
in Spanish. don. Through temporary emfor senior Chris
Upon gradua- ployment agencies, Reed held
Reed, taking
tion, he plans several jobs.
chances into pursue a
volves much
master's demore.
gree in jourOriginally
nalism.
from Dearborn,
His love of
Michigan,Reed
writing has rebegan his conChris Reed
sulted in sevtinuous
in ·pbolo~ora.n.Rocd
eral articles
volvement in
being pubvolunteerism in
f~f79 CEDAR
his hometown. He began working lished in The Carroll News with
for a food bank in Detroit during the hope of one day pursuing a
high school and was exposed to career as a journalist.
NION Thru FRI
In addition to his community
the needs of the impoverished.
HAPPY
Service is a cornerstone of volunteer work and involvement
HOUR
education at John Carroll Uni- within the John Carroll commu••••••••••••••
vcrsity,anduponReed'sentrance nity, Reed draws much of his
THURSDAY
he immediately became involved. experience from his extensive
TACO NIGHT
PITCHERS OF MARGARITA$
Last semester, he worked for travels.
STARTS AT 9PM
In the summer of 1985, through
the Epiphany Hunger Center in
••••••••••••••
Cleveland. This project provided the American Institute for ForFRIDAY
a soup kitchen for many of he eign Study, Reed studied Spanish
D.J.
OMd PRIZES
homeless in downtown Cleve- at the University of Salamanca in
Spain.
land.
Closer to home, through the
Through Carroll, Reed takes

99(

RD. CLEVELAND HTS. 932-6999
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Flyers strafe Streaks 24-7 in season opener at Dayton
by Julie Evans
Sports Editor

The John Carroll University
football team hung in early, but
two or three costly mistakes led to
a 24-7 victory for the University
of Dayton Flyers.
"We had two or three major
mistakes, but other than that. it
was a nip and tuck game," said
Coach Tony DeCarlo. ''We competed with thenumberonetearn in
the country in division lli play."
While the Streaks recordbook
sports a 0-2 record versus the
Flyers, perhaps that's not all there
is to it
"For two years we opened with
Dayton in instances where they
were ranked number one in the

The Streaks managed to stave
Ohio Athletic Conference in three participate in the OAC. The
out of five polls," said DeCarlo. Streaks learned early in the season the Flyers off until a routine play
"We accomplished a lot through to raise their level of play.
backfired. A Flyer punt fell short
those losses. We
and hit a Streak in the
were given the opback returning possesportunity to get the
sion to the Flyers at the
players thinking at
40-yard line. A Flyer
a higher level and
touchdown tied the
raising the level of
game.
our play in prepa"Dayton came back
and scored again on
ration for games."
another miscue," said
The Streaks'
DeCarlo. "We had a
losses may prove to
be more valuable
bad alignment. We
move people around a
than expected. AcThe Streaks prepare to launch attack against Flyers. lot which can be concordingtoDeCarlo
-photo by Rob K.upcnkj
fusing."
scheduling the
Dayton game the
The Streaks began
frrst game of the season, allowed
"A tough work ethic and weight their trek down the field and sethe players to realize the intense training during the preseason nior quarterback Monte Hall hit
sophomore Greg Genovese with
level of competition necessary to helped us a lot," said DeCarlo.

Tough competition for women's
volleyball team
by Brennan M. lafferty
Asst. Sports Editor
John Carroll University
women's volleyball squad lost to
tournament champion Madonna
College (12-15, 2-15) in the
opening match of the BaldwinWallacelnvitational. TheStreaks
struggled through the difficult
tourney with a 2-3 record last
weekend.

"We were just not focused
enough to play against a team of
Madonna's experience and caliber," said coach Gretchen
Weitbrecht "But I think it (the
loss) woke some of our players up
for the rest of the tournament"
The Streaks, 9-6 on the year,
rebounded after the loss to post a
victory (15-7, 15-11) over St.
Vincent College. They then
sandwiched a victory over Spring
Arbor College of Michigan (1513, 8-1 5, 15-3). between losses to
Bluffton College ( 11-15. 15-11 ,

w

a 23-yard pass pattern for the
Streak's frrstand only score of the
game.
Another flaw which marred the
Streak's chances for a comeback
was a fumble on the 35-yard line
turning possession back over to
the Flyers.
The Streaks lost chance of going off at the half with a tie set the
tone for a 24-7 Flyer victory.
The Streaks prepare to battle
Marrietta away on Saturday. The
Streaks have won the last three
meetings.
"Hopefully we can improve our
mistakes," said DeCarlo. "We
need to run and throw effectively
.We can't rely on just one to beat
Marrietta."

Men's Soccer

Men·s soccer team undefeated

9-15) and Mount Vernon Nazarene College ( 14-16, 3-15), the
by Jim Cahill
consolation bracket winner.
Sports reporter
Leading the way for the
Streaks were juniors Michelle
A stone wall has been erected
Stanton and Karen D'Angelo
on
Wasmer
Field in the form of a
along with freshman Marcy
stingy defense for theJohn Carroll
Bockbrader.
University men's soccer team.
"Bockbrader picked up the
Lead by junior co-captain Matt
tempo for us," said Weitbrecht
Pelino,
sophomore Marty
After playing at NCAA I
Sullivan,
and
a host of other deYoungstown State Tuesday, the
fenders, the Streaks gave up only
Streaks travel to Ada, Ohio. to
one goal in their frrst four games.
compete in the20 team field Ohio
Northern University Lady Bear The last line of defense for this
Invitational this Friday and Sat- formidable group is a legitimate 6'
2" freshman goalie sensation and
urday.
OAC
Player of the Week, Michael
Hosting the tournament that
Lyons.
includes teams from six different
"Lyons is a great goalie and a
states, will be the Polar Bears of
leader
on the field," said Pelino.
Ohio Northern who have been to
"He
does
not seem like a freshman
the NCAA Ill national tournaout
there
and boosts the confiment nine of the last ten years.
dence
of
the
other defenders."
"We just need to settle down
Lyons
credits
his defenders as
and play with more poise," said
the
key
to
his
success.
Weitbrecht "The important thing
Without an offense this team
is that we remain patient and fowould
not have gotten off to a 4-0
cus Qn team Qriented Stoals."
record. Senior Pablo Ramirez,
junior Eric Graf, and sophomore
Peter Duggan lead the offense. In
their last three games combined
Ram
goals and two

assists, Duggan has two goals and
one assist, and Graf has two goals
and one assist.
Four different players (Duggan,
Ramirez, Graf, Rick Ferrari) scored
goals in the 4-0 win against
Denison, and four different players (Ferrari, DaveRishel,Ramirez,
Duggan) assisted.
"The team is really close. Last
year it seemed that everyone played
for their own personal gains, but
this year everyone pulls for each
other and we expect to win," said
Duggan. "Senior back-up goalies,
EdmundGaiandJeffStiltner,have
given Lyons support. They push
Mike to be the player that he has
been thi3 year."
Besides beating Denison last
week, the Streaks racked up victories against Allegheny on Saturday, and against Oberlin on Monday.
''1be Allegheny win was a fantastic win for the team, especially
after the loss last year." said Coach
Mark Maslona.
The win avenged last years lopsided defeat
Despite playing well, the
Streaks were upget with their ef-

E

fort against Oberlin.
"The team played well at times
and not very well most of the
time," Maslona said. " It was the
worst game of the year and the
team was lucky to escape with a
win."
The Streaks kept the pressure
on the Oberlin goalie during most
of the frrst half and were rewarded
when Ramirez was granted a penalty kick. Ramirez blistered the
net with a shot into the upper-left
comer of the goal.
The Streaks controlled the ball
in the beginning of the second half
and took a 2-0 lead on Ramirez's
second goal with an assist from
Graf.
"We had a real mental let down
after the 2-0 lead, and we stopped
marking our men," said Maslona.
The team woke up after the
frrst goal and was able to preserve
the 2-1 victory.
Next up for the hooters was the
Co llege of Wooster Fighting
Scots'.
The Streaks battle Allegheny
Saturday at 1:30p.m. on Wasmer
Field.

Mayfield & Warrensville
f7l.ATE LATE Mon-Thurs 'til 2 a m
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Streaks compete at Walsh
by Jolie Evans
Sports Editor

The John Carroll University
men'scrosscountry teamrepeat.ed
last week's perfonnance and captured fourth place in a si~ team
competition in an all Catholic
schools invitational at Walsh College on Saturday.
"It went very well," said Coach
Don Stupica. We went through
this week with a two minute improvement per individual, and
that's a pretty good advancement."
Dropping two minutes per runner helped the Streaks finish with
two runners winning awards for
fmishing in the top 15. Senior
transfer student Jeff Ganor fmished the 5 mile competition in
27:07 and placed sixth. Junior Ed
Koontz also ran the 5 mile competitionandfmished 15thin27:38.
The Streaks are focusing on
slow albiet consistent improvement over the season rather than
concentrating on each individual
meet as a measuring point
"It's not unrealistic that if you
pursue too much you're going to
set yourself back." said Stupica.
"Ifeveryone understands our goal
we'll be fme."
The Streaks. face ten teams
mostlycomprisedofOACschools
in the meet this Saturday, September21.
"We're going to puruse this
meet in the same way as the first

SPORTS
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Women 'sSoccer

Women booters beat Bethany

two," said Stupica. "We want a
little improvement and development early, so we can work with it
by Mike Kodlub
in bits and pieces. We're not goSports reporter
ing to approach it like we have to
"do" anything as much as to take
The John Carroll University
advantage of the first two weeks."
women's soccer team defeated
The women's cross country
Bethany 3-2 in overtime on Saturteam gave up last week· s first place
day.
fmish and placed second at Walsh
The victory marked the first
College on Saturday.
time
the Streaks had won on the
"It was a hot, in the high 80's,
road in three years. "I see a treand Joanna Tomazic was out with
mendous amount of improvement
an injury, so that didn't help us,"
in the team's play since last year,"
said Coach Grove Jewett. "We
said
head coach Les Szabo.
ran exceptionally well with a few
Senior
captains Beth Malloy
e~ceptions
and
showed
and
Aimee
Zierolfe led the team
improvementover the last few
in scoring when the Streaks won
weeks."
their frrst game of the year after
While the Streaks placed seclosing
the first two games.
ond on Saturday, they were comMalloy
began the scoring fespeting against the bigger scholls
with extra competition.
The Streak's beliefthat the team
as a whole is strong and the philosophy that there are a number of
runners who can finish first from
meet to meet was put to the test on
Saturday.
Sophomore Susan Stukus finished first for the Streaks in 19:20
and last week's first place runner
junior Michelle Green finished
second, proving the Streaks right.
.Ihc Sueaks top fiye tunner.s
were Stukus, Green, freshman Jen
Hamdorf and Carrie Gleason,
sophomore Julie Koscinski.
The Streak'snext race is at
Wooster on Saturday.

tivities booting a comer kick into em Reserve won 1-0 and Denison
the goal for the Streaks first goal. 2-1.
Bethany scored two goals before
According to Szabo the team
sophomore Jen Clark scored the was really in the Case game and
Streaks' second goal and tied the did not play as well as they should
game.
have. However, he was very imAt the end of regulation, the pressed with the way they comscored remained tied forcing an peted with Denison, ranked among
ovenimc period.
the top 20 women's soccer teams
After a scoreless 15 minute in the nation.
"I felt good about the team
period. marked by relentless defense by both teams, the Streaks ho.lding Denison to only two
broke the tie in the second overtime goals," said Szabo.
period when Zierolfe scored on an
Szabo hopes for more imassist from senior Kelly Krueger. provement from the team in the
The Streaks held the Bethany of- four away games.
fense for the rest of the ovenime
As for the Ohio Athletic Conperiod for the victory.
ference, Szabo is projecting the
The Streaks lost their two Streaks to fmish between fourth
Case West- and sixth

-tilt.~E-'S

RAISING
For your fraternity,
sorority, team or other
campus organization.
A8S01URLY NO
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CAll 1·800·950·8472, ext. 50
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Make your own hours,
make expellent money
marketing credit cards
on your campus.

Ut~~o~

Sc..ttr IC\(. ON
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CALL 1·800·950·8472 ext.20

Dear S.B. How about a date? Them
maybeafterwardwecangetmarried. The Carrillon yearbook needs phollove you. B.J.
tographers nowl All film supplied!
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - J Call Sarah at 795-0796 tor details.
Many thanks to the students and
faculty who supported my illusion Part-time job. Ught housework &
show this summer at Geauga Lake. supervise homework for 11 year old.
1 block from campus 2-5 days/week,
r:-::=~='----------1 2:30 ·4:30pm. Attractive wages.
687-3797. After 6 pm 381-4078.
CHILD CARE
We are looking for a responsible person to watch our 3 children in our
Cleveland Heights home. 3 days/
week 8-5. Non-smoker with trans371-8952

Native French girls, students in JCU
willbepleasedtohelptutorsinFrench
languages studies. $7foroccassional
lessons, $5 for weekly. Call Delphine
p-.........,:....:....;.;._:_:...:...~.::._----~ or Muriel at 371-7862,397-5036
Babysitter wanted fOI' afternoons. 2
children, Beachwood, car needed. Non-smoking babysitter for boy, 2,
Call Kathy in the evening 360-9122 Friday am, own transportation. Call

PLANE, BUT LITTLE DID
HE KNOW THAT IT WOULD BE

IN THE AIR.
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Fulfill all your communications
requirements with one course.
A'TJfF STUDENT
SAVERPWS

If you're looking for a simple way to handle all of your communications needs, theres one prerequisite. Join AT&T Student

Saver Plus. You'll be able to get an entire line of products and services designed specifically to~ college students time and money. 0 Our Reach Out®

America Calling Planst •

z~10°~~

will

could save you money, no matter where and when you call. Ca!l Managert

~~
save you time by separating your long distance calls from your roommates' calls, for free. And the AT&T Calling Card makes it easy to call from

almost

...

anywhere to anywhere. 0 And with AT&T, you'll always get the most reliable long distance service. 0 Plus, if you register for

any of our services-or if you're already an AT&T custOmer you'll

UiiJJ
1111

get a free hour~ wonh ofAT&T long distance cal !ins• As well as discounts

on all kinds of things, all year round. 0 So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You'll find that for this communications course, we did our homework.

Join AT&T Student Saver Plus today. Calli 800 654-0471 Ext. 4810.
tThls seMCe may no1 be ...allable in residence halls on 'f04Jf campus
·Good tor one holK o1 dilecl-dlaled, ooest IO·coest. noght and weekend calling, based on poces ettectr.<e
2/16/91 Otlerlmled tooneS825AT&T Long OlstanceCettdiCeteper student Otlet \o$lld thtough June 30. 1992
C>t991 AT&T

AT&T

